Abstract-the abilities of workers for performing same or similar tasks can be improved by repeating them. This phenomenon is recognized as learning effects. Many researches performed on the effects of learning in scheduling problems. However, there is not any study about lot streaming problem with learning considerations. In this study, we develop mixedinteger mathematical models for multiple products and multiple machines lot streaming problem with learning considerations. With the proposed model formulation, five goals of problem, namely determining the sequence among the sublots, optimal number of sublots for each lot, the size of the each lot, inventory levels and the size of the individual sublots, are solved simultaneously. Proposed models are tested by several numerical examples and results are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lot streaming is a technique for splitting jobs, each consisting of identical items, into sublots to allow them to overlap on consecutive machines in multi-stage production systems. Through lot streaming, production can be accelerated and a significant decrease of makespan can be achieved. Kalir and Sarin [1] proposed a new heuristic procedure named the bottleneck minimal idleness heuristic for n job m machine lot streaming problems. The bottleneck minimal idleness heuristic (BMI) can be used in flow shops when the sublots types are equal and sublots are not allowed to intermingle. BMI heuristic aims to maximize the machine's time buffer prior to bottleneck machine, thereby reducing potential bottleneck idleness. Kalir and Sarin tested solution quality of BMI heuristic through two factors: the different location of bottleneck machine along the production line (beginning, centre and end of the production line) and the level of dominance of bottleneck machine. Results of their experiments revealed that BMI heuristic is not sensitive either to the location or to the dominance of the bottleneck machine. Baker and Jia [2] investigated single-lot and threemachine lot streaming problems with equal and consistent sublots. They revealed that no-idling constraints are redundant when the intermediate machine is bottleneck and there are nosetups and consistent sublots constraints are redundant when the intermediate machine is non-bottleneck and there are nosetups [2] . Defersha and Chen [3] developed a mathematical model for multiple-product and multiple-machine flow shop lot streaming problems with variable sublots and setups. They showed that solving the medium and large size of this problem required huge computing efforts even when using metaheuristics based approach such as genetic algorithm [3] . If a stage was a bottleneck in production line, decision makers can consider investing on additional parallel machines for that stage [4] . Thereby, a remarkable reduction in make span can be achieved. This machine configuration is known as a hybrid flow shop. A mathematical model for hybrid flow shop lot streaming problem was proposed by [4] . Feldmann and Biskup [5] developed a mathematical model for multi-product lot streaming problem. They compared lot streaming with and without intermingling problems and showed that at least in one instance make span of lot streaming with intermingling is equal to make span of lot steaming without intermingling. On the other hand, they showed that there is one instance where make span of lot streaming with intermingling is 34.92% better than make span of lot streaming without intermingling. Chui et al. [6] and Chang and Chiu [7] found that, under the same sublot type, although growing number of sublots will diminish makespan, the marginal decrease in makespan will reduce with the increase in the number of sublots. Glass and Possani [8] indicated that, for products with an identical number of sublots and processing times, no advantage can be achieved by using variable sublot in these successive products. However, all lot streaming researchers assume that the number of identical items of the product on each machine is given in advance. In other words, the lot sizing problem is not integrated into lot streaming problem. Mortezaei and Zulkifli [9] [10] [11] developed the first mathematical model for integration of lot sizing and flow shop scheduling with lot streaming. they tested eight lot streaming problems: 1) consistent sublots with intermingling, 2) consistent sublots and no intermingling between sublots of the products (without intermingling), 3) equal sublots with intermingling, 4) equal sublots without intermingling, 5) nowait consistent sublots with intermingling, 6) no-wait equal sublots with intermingling, 7) no-wait consistent sublots without intermingling, and 8) no-wait equal sublots without intermingling. They showed that the best makespan can be achieved through the case of consistent sublots with intermingling [9] . However, they did not consider effects of learning on integration of lot sizing and lot streaming problem. Wright [12] stated that unit processing time is decreased by 20 % with every redoubling of output. This phenomenon is 978-1-4799-6428-4/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE known as 'learning effects'. Biskup [13] was the first to describe the effects of learning on scheduling problems. Learning effects on scheduling problems fall into two categories. The first category is position based learning, which means that learning is achieved based on the pure number of jobs being processed. The second category is sum of processing time learning, which takes into consideration the processing times of all jobs processed up to now. Biskup [14] reviewed researches on scheduling with learning considerations and found that when a company produces the same range of products with same workforce and its production environment stays the same for a very long time period, the effects of learning are negligible. Nonetheless, we cannot ignore learning effects if the production environment changes. The recruitment of new employees, replacement of machines, and production of new products are examples of changes in the manufacturing environment. Yin et al. [15] investigated scheduling problems with combination of position-based and sum of processing times-based learning effects.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR INTEGRATION OF LOT SIZING AND LOT STREAMING PROBLEM WITH LEARNING EFFECTS
In this research, m-machine, n-product lot sizing and flow shop lot streaming problem is considered. The model assumptions are as follows.
-Break downs and preventive maintenance are not allowed; -Set up times are negligible or include processing times; -All machines have capacity restrictions; -There is an external demand for finished products processed by last machine; -No backlogging is allowed; -Planning horizon is a single period (i.e. a day); -All model's parameters are deterministic; -Intermittent idling is allowed; -Before doing lot streaming, the overall number of sublots is given. This problem with above-mentioned assumptions can be formulated as follows: Indices and notions: N the number of jobs M the number of non-identical machines S overall number of sublots j index for jobs j=1,2,..,N k denote k ′ th machine k=1,2,..,M r index for position r=1,2,..,S Decision variables: X jkr binary variable, which takes the value 1 if product j is processed in rth priority of machine k, 0 otherwise c kr completion time on machine k if it is scheduled in position r p jk quantity of product j produced in machine k s jk stock of product j after operation in machine k c max maximum completion time on machine M (makespan) u jkr sublot size for product j on machine k if it is scheduled in position r Parameters and constants: bi M beginning inventory of product on machine M cp jk production cost of product j in machine k h jk holding cost of product j D is used to convert the makespan into a cost (cost per unit time) Ac k available capacity of machine k (measured in time units) d j external demand for product j at the end of period (a day) pt jkr processing time for one unit of product j on machine k if it is scheduled in position r t jk set up times for product j on machine k R large number 
( 1) ( 1) j ( 1) 1 1 
( 1) ( 1) (1)) minimizes the sum of production costs, holding costs and makespan costs. Constraints (2) ensure that demand for each product is equal to production quantity plus beginning inventory minus ending inventory. Constraints (3) ensure that every product has at most S-N+1 sublots. Constraints (4) make sure that the production time of each machine does not overpass its available capacity. In (5) the maximum of completion time of sublots on the last machine is used to define the makespan (cmax). (6) make sure that start time of each position on subsequent machine is greater than completion time of that position on previous machine. Constraints (7) ensure that start time of subsequent position on each machine is greater than completion time of previous position on that machine. Restrictions (8) ensure that any sublot of any job begins processing on machine 1 after time zero. Restrictions (9) ensure that sublot type is consistent. Restrictions (10) make sure that sublot size of each of products is greater than zero only when binary variable x is one. Restrictions (11) permit only one product to be produced at each of S positions.
In this section, following randomly generated problem will be used: we have three types of products being processed on four machines. Demands are 20, 20, and 15 for products 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Production costs are 10, 15, and 12 for products 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Holding costs are 3, 4, and 3 for products 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The maximum available capacity of machines is 400 time units for machines 1 to 4. The beginning inventory is zero. Cost per unit time (D) is equal to 5. Table 1 and 2 summarize the processing times and Table I Processing times of jobs on machines set up times of products on machines respectively. Overall number of sublots is equal to 9. Position based learning is considered and following formulation will be used. Where LR is abbreviation of learning rate. In this paper, we assumed learning rate for all machine are same and it is 80%. Therefore a k will be equal to -0.322. Operations that have a high degree of labor content or are paced by labor should be expected to have much steeper slopes than operations that are machine paced. Yelle [16] showed that the proportion of machine paced labor had historically affected the slope of the learning curve in approximately the following way: Authors supposed that machine-paced Labor is 25%. Table 4 gives processing times for each position with this learning rate.
The example has been solved using LINGO 12.0, a commercially available optimization software program, on a laptop computer with Intel core i5-2410m processor 2.3 GHz with 4 GB of RAM. Optimal sequence for example is 21-12-13-24-35-36-27. Optimal make span is equal to 117.24. Table  5 summarizes completion times of the example. Optimal sublot sizes are u112=u122=u132=u142=7, u113=u123=u133=u143=13, u211=u221=u231=u241=3, u214=u224=u234=u244=9, u217=u227=u237=u247=8, u315=u325=u335=u345=7, u316=u326=u336=u346=8. Optimal production quantities for product 1 to 3 are 20, 20 and 15 respectively. Inventory level for all products is zero. 
A. Mathematical model for integration of lot sizing and lot streaming problem with learning effects and sublotattached set up times
The formulation for this problem is same as previous problem except equations (6,7, and 8) will change to (14,15, and 16) as follows: 
( 1 ) ( 1 ) ( 1 ) 
III. CONCLUSION
In this study, we developed first mathematical model for integration of lot sizing and lot streaming problems where the effects of learning considered. Two situations were considered: 1) the effects of learning on lot streaming problem where machines no need setups; 2) the effects of learning on lot streaming problem where machines need setups. For all situations mathematical models were developed. With the proposed model formulation, five goals of problem, namely determining the sequence among the sublots, optimal number of sublots for each lot, the size of the each lot, inventory levels and the size of the individual sublots, were solved simultaneously. It was shown that some small and medium-sized lot streaming problems can be solved by available commercial software such as LINGO. The use of meta-heuristic methods to solve large-scale lot streaming problems deserves further study. The proposed models are adapted to consistent and equal sublot types. Lot streaming problem with variable sublots type and learning considerations could be another topic for further studies.
